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Calendar for events, reservations and appointments with remarks, distances and special costs. Database manager and appointment scheduler with remarks, priorities, individual data and descriptions. Report generator with the ability to save as Excel file or XML file. The minimal version of the product allows you to monitor the appointments for any regular customer. Classoft CRM
Scheduling Manager Server Lite Edition is a reliable application for creating, adjusting and coordinating appointment schedules for company employees. The program displays appointments as a calendar, which is convenient for both individuals and businesses with multiple offices. Calendars are divided into several areas, corresponding to each employee. Calendar of all appointments

Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Server Lite Edition allows you to manage the tasks assigned to each of your employees. The application interface features a convenient user-friendly interface, with accessible functions. Each calendar sheet displays the days of the office week, Monday through Saturday, with hourly markings. Each day is assigned two pages for reservations and you may
easily switch between the view: weekly table and daily table. The main menu is a toolbar at the top of the window that contains the most important functions of the program: Edit/Delete, Sort, My Project and Employees. The application also features several sub-menus: Calendars, Employees, Project view, Customers and Reports. Database manager and appointment scheduler The

application is versatile and allows you to set appointments with general data, which makes it suitable for a large variety of activity fields. Thus, each event must be assigned to a particular employee, requires the name of the client, the date/time it starts and its duration. Additionally, you can insert a description, remarks and type of work. The employee and customer data can be filled by
selecting the desired name from a database, which is why the software allows you to manage this aspect as well. Each customer profile includes their names, identification code, VAT, address, bank account, phone, email and delegation details. Reliable scheduler and report generator Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Server Lite Edition can easily generate reports of periodic activity for

each employee, or a global statistic sheet. You may preview the report, print it and export it as an Excel or XML file. The application is suitable for many businesses, including hotel room booking, doctor’s office, manufacturers, logistics, tourism, even sales. Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Server Lite Edition Description: Calendar for events, reservations and appointments with remarks,
distances and
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Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition Overview Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition reviews by PCWorld: "Classoft’s CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition is a reliable application that enables you to easily manage reservations or appointments for customers." "Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition is a reliable application that enables you to easily manage
reservations or appointments for customers." "Calendar for events, reservations and appointments" Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition Pros "Calendar for events, reservations and appointments" "Calendar for events, reservations and appointments" "Database manager and appointment scheduler" "Database manager and appointment scheduler" Classoft CRM Scheduling
Manager Lite Edition Cons "Not responsive when used in a small screen" "Not responsive when used in a small screen" "Not friendly with windows 10" Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition Final Verdict Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition Summary Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition is a reliable application that enables you to easily manage
reservations or appointments for customers. The program displays the agenda of appointments as a calendar, with the widow divided into several areas, corresponding to each employee. Calendar for events, reservations and appointments Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition allows you to manage the tasks assigned to each of your employees, the main dashboard offering you an
overview of their weekly schedule. Moreover, if your employees’ work implies displacement to other locations, you can mark down the destination, then calculate the total distance and costs with the help of Route planner tool. The application is easy to use, features a straightforward interface, with accessible functions. Each calendar sheet displays the days of an office week, Monday
through Saturday, with hourly markings. Each day is assigned two pages for reservations and you may easily switch between the most convenient view: weekly table or daily table. The program allows you to browse through the weekly appointments using the Next and Back arrows. Also, the current date and time are displayed on the ribbon at the top of the window. Database manager and
appointment scheduler The application is versatile and allows you to set appointments with general data, which makes it suitable for a large variety of activity fields. Thus, each event must be assigned to a particular employee, requires the name of the client

What's New in the Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition?

Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition is a reliable application that enables you to easily manage reservations or appointments for customers. The program displays the agenda of appointments as a calendar, with the widow divided into several areas, corresponding to each employee. Calendar for events, reservations and appointments Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition
allows you to manage the tasks assigned to each of your employees, the main dashboard offering you an overview of their weekly schedule. Moreover, if your employees’ work implies displacement to other locations, you can mark down the destination, then calculate the total distance and costs with the help of Route planner tool. The application is easy to use, features a straightforward
interface, with accessible functions. Each calendar sheet displays the days of an office week, Monday through Saturday, with hourly markings. Each day is assigned two pages for reservations and you may easily switch between the most convenient view: weekly table or daily table. The program allows you to browse through the weekly appointments using the Next and Back arrows. Also, the
current date and time are displayed on the ribbon at the top of the window. Database manager and appointment scheduler The application is versatile and allows you to set appointments with general data, which makes it suitable for a large variety of activity fields. Thus, each event must be assigned to a particular employee, requires the name of the client, the date/time it starts and its
duration. Additionally, you can insert a description, notes, observations or type of work. The employee and customer fields can be filled by selecting the desired name from a database, which is why the software allows you to manage this aspect as well. Each customer profile includes their names, identification code, VAT, address, bank account, phone, email and delegation details. Reliable
scheduler and report generator Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition can easily generate reports of periodical activity for each employee, or a global statistic sheet. You may preview the report, print it and export it as an Excel or XML sheet. The application is suitable for many businesses, including hotel room booking, doctor’s office, manufacturers, logistics, tourism, even
sales.Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager Lite Edition is an intelligent application that enables you to easily manage reservations or appointments for customers. The program displays the agenda of appointments as a calendar, with the widow divided into several areas, corresponding to each employee. Calendar for events, reservations and appointments Classoft CRM Scheduling Manager
Lite Edition
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 Mac OS X 10.9 or later Broadband Internet access CPU: Intel Core i3-2240 2.0GHz or better AMD A10-7300 or better RAM: 2GB or more GPU: Intel HD 3000 NVIDIA GTX 970 or better DirectX: Version 11 Hard drive: 1.5GB free hard disk space DVD drive: Required Sound card:
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